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Learn Guitar Strumming Patterns

Often, finding the best guitar tutor is a big challenge in itself, and even if you find the right one, you would
have to pay through your nose just for an hour of lessons.But after the internet came, its not a big deal to
get the right guitar course.

April 12, 2010 - PRLog -- There are a number of guitar styles and techniques for you to learn, from that,
the most appropriate ones to begin with are learning the essential chords and different strumming patterns.
This will help you develop co-ordination and strength of your left and right hands and fingers. Practicing
different chord strumming patterns are good for developing dexterity. Having said about the techniques it is
also important where and whom you learn it from. Because if you happen to learn the techniques in the
wrong way, it can seriously hamper your playing skills. So be sure that you get the foundation from the best
of the best tutor around. But now times have changed and gone are the days where you had to depend on
the time and convenience of a private guitar tutor and pay an exorbitant fees just for an hour long guitar
class once in a week, which in most cases turn out to be a painful drudgery. 

Now you have the option of learning from the best online guitar course at the comfort of your home, at your
own pace and convenience. But you should also be careful, with whom you enroll with. In this article I
have discussed 3 of the most reliable, affordable and at the same time comprehensive guitar courses
available.

Here they are.
* Guitar Success
* Guitar Superstars
* Guitar Tips

Guitar Success
http://www.onlineguitarschools.com/guitar-success-review.htm
Guitar Success System has been designed by Guitarist/Tutor/Song Writer/Performer Eric Slone, who is a
seasoned guitarist with over 2 decades of experience. Guitar Success has been teaching thousands of
students since 2004 and has a huge number of satisfied guitarists. Guitar Success is quite easy to learn and
is a fully download able system which you can access it at your convenience.

Highlights of Guitar Success System Course

* The primary course contents are 3 eBooks. Where each eBook is different skill level starting from
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced.

* Along with them you will get 3 Audio Play-Along DVDs that has all the exercises in the 3 ebooks played
out for you.

* Guitar Success System also includes 130+ Comprehensive ,high quality and step-by-step video lessons
that you can learn at the convenience of your home.

* You will also receive other highly useful resources namely  'Unique Guitar Tricks' , '101 Tips on
Improvisation and Soloing Techniques'  and 'Guitar Learning Resources Toolkit' that will help you in taking
your playing skills to a next level.

* Guitar Success also offers 3 cool bonuses if you buy now.
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Guitar Superstars

Guitar Superstars is structured in a Step-By-Step manner without overwhelming the student. This course
comes with some of the intense workshops that are taught to you by some of the best guitar teachers. Guitar
Superstars is designed as a Speed Learning System for Guitar which enables you to learn guitar in a much
quicker way as compared to the traditional method but not compromising on the completeness and
perfection.

Highlights of Guitar Superstars Course

* You need not have any previous guitar playing experience - Guitar Superstars includes lessons for
complete beginners, Intermediate and advanced level players.

* You will be taught different genres of music right from Hard Rock , Metal and Acoustic Guitar to Blues
and Bass Guitar from 7 different professional guitar tutors including Andy Johnson who's the designer of
Guitar Superstars.

* You would learn to play Lead Riffs as well as Strumming Patterns with speed and accuracy

* You will also develop an outstanding memory power that will enable you to listen to a song and almost
immediately play it on your guitar.

* Guitar Superstars course is designed to make you a highly versatile player, i.e. you will be able to switch
between genres with ease.

* Learn to play many popular songs that you hear on MTV.

* You will master the techniques of writing songs, selling your records and how to make money from your
guitar playing skill and also how to book shows and tour the world.

Guitar Tips from Elmore Music
http://www.onlineguitarschools.com/guitar-tips-review.htm
Elmore Music's Guitar Tips is designed by Chris Elmore. Guitar Tips is one of the oldest online guitar
courses from Australia that provides high quality learning materials for Beginners, Intermediate and
advanced Level guitarists. Guitar Tips course has 8 guitar learning products to their credit. Out of which,
Guitar Tips is the most popular and the best seller which is focused more towards beginners and
intermediate level players. Elmore Music's flagship product is called 'Ultimate Speed Learning System
which has all their 8 products rolled into one. If you buy this product, you can get a huge discount of
around $500. You also have the option of buying them separately with a one time payment of $27 per
course. All the 8 courses can be accessed online as well as you can download them on to your PCs and
access them offline. But  the problem with each download able ZIP file is that it is very large and you
would definitely require a fast Internet connection to download them, it's almost impossible to do that with
a dial up connection.

Highlights of Guitar Tips Course

1. Lets Get Started(15 lessons),
2. Getting Into Chords(11 lessons),
3. Practice Different Chord Strumming Patterns(6 lessons),
4. Getting Into Leads and Scales(9 lessons),
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5. Exploring Further Lead Techniques(9 lessons),
6. Hot Extras(6 lessons) and
7. Popular Songs to Learn and Play(20 lessons)

# # #

By the way you can check out these interesting guitar lessons that I have compiled for you from various
sources. You can access them at http://www.onlineguitarschools.com/free-exciting-guitar-l...

--- End ---
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